SOS = Supplier of Solutions

We are a transnational distributor of electronic components for industrial production. We specialize in verified world brands with design-in emphasis. Thus, we are with you already during the design and development of the devices. Customers are most grateful for the individual service and support. SOS electronic is a part of the strong German holding, Conrad Electronic.

Why choose SOS electronic?

We do not only sell components, we also understand them. With us, it is not only about components delivery, but also about the complex of related services and benefits:

- authorized distributor of world brands
- DESIGN-IN - we are with you already during the design of your devices
- frame and JUST-IN-TIME deliveries
- individual service and support
- high packaging standards for industry
- customers from more than 100 countries of the world
- personal and human approach
- 30 years of experience
- branches in 6 countries
- more than 100 employees
- we communicate with you in 9 languages
- consulting already during the development phase
- guarantee of components directly from the manufactures
- samples for your projects for free
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Contact us

SOS electronic
Pri prachárni 16
040 11 Košice
Slovak Republic
tel.: +421 55 786 04 37
sales@soselectronic.com
www.soselectronic.com

SOS electronic GmbH
Klaus-Conrad-Str. 1
92242 Hirschau
Deutschland
tel.: +49 9622 609 16 90
verkauf@soselectronic.com
verkauf@soselectronic.de
www.soselectronic.de

SOS electronic Kft.
József Attila ut 74.
H-3527 Miskolc
Hungary
tel.: +36 46 501 380
info@soselectronic.hu
www.soselectronic.hu

SOS electronic s.r.o.
Pri prachárni 16
040 11 Košice
Slovak Republic
tel.: +421 55 786 04 75
info@soselectronic.sk
www.soselectronic.sk

SOS electronic s.r.o.
Hybešova 42
602 00 Brno
Czech Republic
tel.: +420 54 342 71 11
info@soselectronic.cz
www.soselectronic.cz

SOS electronic (components)
@sos_electronic_europe

www.soselectronic.com
SMART CITY

- **Smart Roads**: Warning messages and diversions according to climate conditions and unexpected events like accidents or traffic jams.
- **Forrest Fire Detection**: Monitoring of combustion gases and preemptive fire conditions to define alert zones.
- **Offspring Care**: Control of growing conditions of the offspring in animal farms to ensure its survival and health.
- **Traffic Congestion**: Monitoring of vehicles and pedestrian levels to optimize driving and walking routes.
- **Radiation Levels**: Distributed measurement of radiation levels in nuclear power stations surroundings to generate leakage alerts.
- **Air Quality**: Control of CO2 emissions, dust particles.
- **Quality of Shipments Conditions**: Monitoring of vibrations, strokes, container openings or cold chain maintenance for insurance purposes.
- **Water Leakages**: Detection of liquid presence outside tanks and pressure variations along pipes.
- **Item Location**: Search of individual items in big surfaces like warehouses harbours.
- **Sportsmen Care**: Vital signs monitoring in high performance centers and fields.
- **Smartphone Detection**: Detect iPhone and Android devices and in general any device which works with Wi-Fi or Bluetooth interfaces.
- **Smart Parking**: Monitoring of parking spaces availability in the city.
- **Smart Street Lighting**: Intelligent and weather adaptive lighting in street lights.
- **Waste Management**: Detection of rubbish levels in containers to optimize the trash collections routes.
- **Vehicle & Bike Sharing**: Sharing in general (of bikes, scooters...)

**Automation & Embedded Systems**

- **Security**: Property, alarms, access system.

**Consumer**

- **Energy**
- **Retail**
- **Industrial**
- **Medical**

**Warning & Notification System**

Electronic sirens, emergency notification systems.